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Abstract
Shadow art is a practice of arranging objects in space to produce surprising shadow. Creating such an art piece
has always been labor intensive and time consuming, through trial-and-error methods. Indeed, the time complexity
of solving the shadows art problem is inevitably NP hard. In this work, we present a computational method that
determines a 2D arrangement of 3D objects to produce a desired shadow image. We demonstrate that the proposed
tool successfully reproduce the desired shadow through both simulation and physical fabrication.
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Introduction

The interplay between light and shadow has been a study of art in composing intriguing scenes and images
for centuries. In this work, we look into the problem of placing objects in 3D space so they collectively cast a
desired shadow. Such an installation consisting of carefully arranged objects and shadows is usually known
as shadow art. Figures 1 and 2 show two of such examples. The relationship between the light blocking
elements and their composite shadow is usually counterintuitive due the complicated spatial relationships of
projection and occlusion and is sometimes even considered as a type of illusion. Because of this creating
such an art piece has always been labor intensive and time consuming through trial-and-error methods.
In this work, we seek an efficient computational method that automatically determines 3D arrangement
of light blockers to cast a desired composite shadow; a problem that, from now on, will be referred to as
the shadow art problem. The shadow art problem is closely related to several optimal placement problems,
such as geometry packing and covering problems [6, 2, 16, 4]. Therefore, not surprisingly, finding the
optimal solution of the shadow art problem has time complexity in NP-hard. Traditional solutions using
metaheuristics, e.g. simulated annealing [5], may be used to attack the shadow art problem by packing the
given objects in the visual hull of the target shadow, but they often produce unpleasing shadows with jaggy
boundaries.
Motivated by the ad-hock nature in practice and its computational challenge, we aim to develop a tool
that can assist artists creating shadow art more effectively. For example, we will show that our method
can help artists create shadow arts with objects arranged on a 2D plane. We believe that the proposed
method can produce complicated shadow art that is extremely time consuming to create manually without such a computational tool. A video showing the shadow arts created for this paper can be viewed at:
https://youtu.be/yVx seXzCvQ
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Figure 1 : A shadow art (b) of a given profile image (a) created by the proposed method (60 light
blockers used). This example is inspired by Kumi Yamashita’s work [7]. A shadow art sculpture
shown in (c) is fabricated via additive manufacturing. The scale of the fabrication is indicated
by a regular cell phone next it (d). The desired shadow (e) is reproduced by placing the printed
sculpture under the sun.
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Related Work

Shadow can be found in almost all aspects of computer graphics, ranging from rendering, to modeling and to
animation. However, there are only a few methods that are focused on manipulating shadows. Recent work in
modeling considered various inverse problems that aim to create 3D models that can produce desired shadow
or shade. For example, Lee et al. [11] considered the problem of using one set of 2D billboards and two
lights to create two target shadow images, which is known as billboard shadow art. This problem is similar
to [13], which focused on creating a 3D model that can cast three shadows on three different orthogonal
directions. Mitra and Pauly [13] studied the problem of constructing 3D sculpture that can cast three distinct
shadows. Given three desired shadow images, the sculpture is constructed by taking the intersection of the
shadow hulls of the images. An iterative optimization is applied to ensure the consistency between the cast
shadows and the shadow images. The key idea is to deform slightly the shadow images in each iteration
of the proposed optimization so that the consistency (between the cast shadows and the deformed shadow
images) is maximized. A brief discussion of the shadow art problem is provided in their paper that considers
the idea of iterative closest points and 3D collage [8] by filling the space inside the constructed sculpture
mesh with shapes in a small database of four models. This indirect approach has several problems: (1) the
models are usually tightly packed and can have inter-model collision, (2) this method provides no control
over the arrangement over the parts (this is the most critical defect in their approach), (3) in their examplebased shadow art, the models are much smaller in scale compare to the final sculpture, (4) discontinuity at
the shadow boundary is quite visible even after subdivision of the mesh is applied, and finally (5) useful
for composing the sculpture using lego block, 3D printers but not from existing 3D shapes as their space
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Figure 2 : Inputs of the proposed method: (a) Target shadow. (b) Light blockers including English
alphabets (horizontal) and numerical digits (vertical). (c) The grey area indicates allowable
locations of the shadows cast by the light blockers. Method overview (d)–(g). The shadow created
by the printed model can be found in Fig. 6. The orange areas in (d) and (e) indicate uncovered
regions of the target shadow.
filling techniques allow scaling. Since their approach is indirect, their approach either requires a large shape
database or operations (such as scaling) that are only easily achievable in virtual world. Finally, shadowpix
[3] discussed a local and global algorithm to display several prescribed images (at most four) formed by self
shadowing of the surface when lit from certain directions. Researchers also looked into the problem of color
shadow. For example, Baran et al. [1] presented a method for creating objects that cast color shadow images
when illuminated by prescribed lighting configurations. One of their main concerns is the color consistency.
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Problem Statement and Preliminaries

Given a set of 3D meshes {Mi } as the light-blocking elements, a 2D stencil image St as the desired shadow,
and a light source, the shadow art problem is to find an arrangement A of {Mi } such that their shadows
reproduce the stencil St on a given flat surface, where A is a list of rigid transforms {Ri } for each mesh
Mi . Given an arrangement A, we call Ri (Mi ) a footprint of mesh Mi that occupies a 3D volume in space,
blocks the light and casts a shadow SRi (Mi ) . Let SM be the union of all stencil images {SRi (Mi ) } cast by
{Ri (Mi )}. Then the shadow art problem can be formally defined as:
[
arg min(d(ST , SRi (Mi ) )) ,
(1)
A

T

subject to the constraint that Ri (Mi ) = ∅. We consider the difference d(St , SM ) between St and SM in
terms of both curve and root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) as discussed below.

Shape similarity and partial shape matching of stencils are two important components in the proposed algorithm. By breaking down the contours of a stencil into curve segments with various arc lengths,
we obtain a database of curve segments. This database enables the shape matching at different levels of
detail. A curve segment is parameterized as (α, δ), where α is the arc length of the curve and δ is the offset
from a specific vertex v0 on the contour. Given a contour ∂S of a stencil S, curve segments are defined
as {(iα0 , jδ0 )}, where i and j are positive integers, and α0 and δ0 are the unit arc length and unit offset,
respectively. Moreover, iα0 is upper bounded by the arc length of ∂S.
The similarity of two curve segments ci and cj that may have different arc lengths is measured via
curvature signature and RMSD of the curve segments . For each curve segment, we re-sample the segment
via Gaussian convolution so that all curve segments have the same number of vertices. These vertices are
evenly distributed along the segment and the curvature at each vertex is estimated. Given ci and cj , their
difference dcurvature (ci , cj ) is the L2 distance between their curvatures along the segment. Given ci and cj ,
a rigid transform can also be determined by minimizing their RMSD using the principal component analysis
for the scale component and Kabsch algorithm [10] for rotational component.
Overview. The proposed shadow art tool is designed to first arrange shadows that outline the target
boundary and then to cover the remaining interior holes. See an overview in Fig. 2. Not only does the
boundary usually provide more important visual impact, but matching the projection to the target boundary
is also more challenging as a small difference is noticeable and unforgiving. To fill the holes interior to the
target shadow, there exists higher flexibility to arrange the projected shadows as long as the shadows are
contained inside the target boundary and the projected shadows overlap with the holes.
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Our Method

We will now describe our method in detail. The proposed method first generates a set of representative
shadows for each given light blockers (Section 4.1). Then these representative shadows are transformed
and matched to different sections of the boundaries of the stencil image. A subset of these shadows are
selected to maximize the matching scores and simultaneously ensure that no multiple shadows are selected
from the same object (Section 4.2). In the next step (Section 4.3), the remaining objects are used to cover
the holes (i.e, the regions that are not occupied by the shadows in the previous step). The hole covering step
is accomplished by a similar optimization used to match image boundary.

4.1

Create Representative Shadow Images

Representative shadows of a given mesh are projected images that can distinctively identify the mesh. Before
we can find these representative shadows, a comprehensive set of shadow images are created. We denote this
0 that summarize S
set of shadow as SM . From SM , we then compute representative images SM
M such that,
0 that is at most  distance
in a given distance metric, each image in SM has a corresponding image in SM
away. Note that, even though only representative shadows are used to match the target boundary, the final
step of the proposed method will further optimize the matching by searching around the shadows in the
neighborhood of the representative shadows to provide better matching.
Select orientations that create distinctive shadows. Given a three dimensional mesh, we first create a
set of orientations that can create many distinct projected shadows. Instead of selecting random orientations,
we pick orientations so that the normal directions of the faces, vertices and edges are perpendicular to the
direction of light. This decision is based on the fact that similar orientations usually produce very similar
projection except near a critical orientation, which occurs only when the normal directions of some faces,
vertices and edges are perpendicular to the direction of light. For a complex model, the number of such
normal directions is large and require clustering. In this case, we use k-mean clustering to reduce the number

of orientations with k = 100. Then shadows are created using the orientation obtained from the center of
these clusters.
Cluster shadows via shape similarity analysis. Shadows are further clustered using shape similarity
metric. This step allows us to clusters shadows produced by different orientations but with similar outlines
due to symmetries and occlusions.
The similarity measure of two stencils Si and Sj is carried out on a bipartite graph formed between their
curve segments: the nodes are curve segments and edge weights are dcurvature (ci , cj ) of the curve segments
ci ∈ Si and cj ∈ Sj . Solving the minimum bipartite graph matching provides a set of good candidates
for measuring the similarity of Si and Sj . Next, for each match (ci , cj ) in the bipartite graph matching, we
determine a rigid transform T that minimizes the RMSD between ci and cj . Finally, the minimum overall
RMSD between Si and Sj is then reported as their similarity measure.
We then construct a distance matrix to cluster and extract a small number of representative contours
for representing the shadows of a given model using spectral clustering method [14]. For each cluster, a
representative shadow is the defined as a shadows with the smallest total distance to other shadows in its
cluster.

4.2

Optimal Shadow to Target Boundary Matching

Correspondences between the representative shadows and the boundary of the target shadows are discovered
in two steps. In the first step, a curve segment database is built for the target shadow T as described in
Section 3. For a given curve segment of the target (target segment) in the database, we find a best matching
transform for every representative shadow stencil. In order to ensure that the match is valid, the transformed
shadow stencil also needed be sufficiently contained within the target shadow.
In the second step, each curve segment of the target starts with a list of matching shadows accompanied
with their matching error . The optimal matches are selected by solving a 0-1 linear programming problem.
Each 0-1 variablexi indicates if a given match should be picked toward the final matching. The objective is
designed so that the solution will minimize the matching error, and the constraints ensure that each model
can only cast a single shadow. We further constrain that every unit curve segment of the target contour is
covered at least by one representative shadow boundary.
More specifically, given n matching, there will be n the binary variables x1 , x2 , x3 , ...xn . The optimization is subject to at least two
of constraints. The first type of constraints prevents multiple shadows
P types
cast by the same model:
xM
≤
1 for all shadows
i cast from a model M . If the model has nm > 1
i
P x
M
instances, then we simply rewrite the constraint as xi ≤ nm . The second type of constraints ensures that
at least one match should be selected to cover a unit-length curveP
segment. Given a target segment that has
unit length and its associated matches xti , we need to ensure that xti > 0. Note that it is possible that the
second constraints are too tight and no feasible can be found. To address this, we add a binary auxiliary variable at for each constraint: at with value 1 indicates that no associated matches xti are selected. Therefore,
auxiliary variables are added only when we failed to find a solution in the first attempt.

4.3

Filling Remaining Holes

To create the complete shadow, the interior of the target shadow should be filled. Filling the holes in some
way is easier than matching the boundaries as it has less significant visual impact to the final shadow. However, unlike the classic object packing and cover problems, each object has multiple potential shadows that
make the shadow art problem more challenging (due to larger search space). Instead of taking the traditional
approaches [8, 13], which greedily pick a candidate shadow that covers the largest hole area, we propose a
new iterative optimization method that, in each iteration, identifies multiple shadows that cover as much hole

(a) All matched shadows

(b) Optimized matches

Figure 3 : Before and after optimization.
space as possible. Details are discussed next.
For each remaining candidate shadow Si , we perform K covering simulations: for each simulation k, we
randomly pick a point inside the candidate shadow and a point inside holes polygons, and the vector between
these two points is the translation vector tk . Then, we randomly sample a rotation angle αk . Note that the
value of tk and αk can be biased using either the principal axis or Kabsch algorithm [10] that minimizes the
RMSD between Si and the hole to increase their overlapping area. tk and αk will form the transformation
matrix mk for this shadow Si in the k-th simulation. Let Si,k be the overlapping region between the the
shadow Si and the holes underP
this transformation mk . Our optimization problem is to select a subset of
shadows so that the values of i area(Si,k ) is maximized while ensuring that each model casts only one
shadow.
S
P
to approximate area( Si Si,k ), therefore, if the overlap between shadows
Note that we use i area(Si,k )P
is significant, the difference D = i area(Si,k ) − area( i Si,k ) will be unacceptable. To control D, we
impose additional constraints that ensure the shadows whose overlapping area is greater than a threshold
cannot be selected simultaneously. Given
T two shadows Si , Sj and theirThole coverage regions Si,k and
Sj,l , if their overlapping ratios area(Si,k Sj,l )/area(Si,k ) and area(Si,k Sj,l )/area(Sj,l ) is greater than
a threshold Sτ then the shadows Si , Sj at their corresponding transforms mk and ml are considered to be
conflicting shadows.
We repeat the above optimization procedure until all the models are used or the remaining holes become
insignificant.
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Additional Results

The proposed method is implemented in C++, and lights and shadows are simulated using OpenGL shader
language. The shadow art sculptures are fabricated using a consumer-level 3D printer and take between 6 to
12 hours to print.
In addition to the lady and man profiles shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we also produced another example
shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 4 shows the boundary fitting and hole matching between the shadows and target in
creating the rabbit shadow art.

(a) All matches

(b) Optimized matches

(c) Holes filled

Figure 4 : Steps in creating the rabbit shadow produced by the proposed method.
To study the shadow under different light sources, in Fig. 6, we demonstrated the results of our shadows
arts using projector light. The output perfectly matches the expected outcome. In Fig. 7, we compare the
shadows of a city skyline produced by simulated light, projector light, and cell phone light. Because cell
phone light is a spot light, its shadow deviates from the target shadow more than the other two.
Making the physical copies of the digital shadow art also allows us to enjoy the art in playful ways. For
example, we show that, in Fig. 8, different faces can be produced by tilting the sculpture in different angles.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a computational method that determines 2D arrangement of objects from a desired shadow image. The proposed method involves three main steps: light blocker shadow analysis, target
boundary matching, and hole filling. We showed that the proposed method produce high quality shadows
efficiently. We also physically made the shadow art sculpture using consumer-level 3D printer and reproduce
the shadow using sun light, projector light and cell phone light.
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Figure 7 : Shadows of a city skyline created using various light sources. The 3D sculpture is
created in two prints (blue and brown) due to the limited print volume.

Figure 8 : Having fun with the shadow art prints. Different lady and man profile shadows created
by tiling the shadow art sculptures at a different angle.

